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What is actually going on here in Germany? Fraud in aid applications for companies, fraud in short-

time work benefits, fraud with fictitious company foundings and fictitious employees, fraud in corona 

testings, fraud in corona vaccination passports, money for vaccine prioritization, money for vaccine 

sales from middlemen, dark mask deals by members of parliament. Is there nothing left that works in 

Germany in terms of Corona and then regularly without any criminal traits? Obviously not. 

And now Spahn Merkel and Co. comes up with the idea, after months of no compulsory vaccination, 

now those vaccinated are rewarded with exemptions and special access. A vaccination obligation 

through the back door, which those who refuse to vaccinate are put under pressure, are allowed to do 

less and less, 2 classes - society now also in public life, although: We have always had in the health 

sector, actually nothing new, it has never been propagated so openly . Especially since there is not 

enough vaccine to be able to vaccinate even 30% of the population by the start of the special rights, 

because they want to. Allegedly the number of willing is around 80%; willingly yes, but not allowed to. 

Probably for this reason, the prioritization is now to be dropped at the beginning of May 2021, 

everyone is allowed to do anything. Then the 70+ will fall by the wayside, because even there not all 

of them are vaccinated twice, whoever registers the fastest, comes first. And the so worried Prof. 

Cichutek from the Paul Ehrlich Institute is again in touch with regard to vaccines. After he had already 

misjudged blood clots, the number of which is completely normal and no connection with the vaccine 

is seen, he now talks about it, yes, there are side effects, but so few, so everyone can safely deal with 

them Get mRNA vaccines vaccinated. There are also STIKO vaccination recommendations. Exactly, but 

they won't become any truer or more significant if he repeats them again. 

Then I just want to say something about the vaccination procedures. Mistakes can happen, but some 

are really inevitable. Obviously, the training courses are too short, incorrect, however, otherwise there 

would be no constant breakdowns. We remember. Complete bottles, i.e. 6 cans at a time, are 

inoculated on people without being diluted. People are simply vaccinated with a saline solution 

because someone drops the bottle and it breaks, and because someone wants to cover it up, 

something like that. People to be vaccinated are sent to the wrong vaccination box and given a 

vaccination mix because the first vaccination was with a different vaccine than the second. As I said, 

I'm not surprised, because obviously every auxiliary is taken, because, as I have learned, there is a 

lieutenant at sea among the Bundeswehr auxiliary forces (and nothing against their help, but this is 

about this case). Totally fitting in the vaccination center, never had anything to do with it. Asked about 

it by a moderator: Yes, he does not help out with vaccinations, but more in the background. Some of 

the people were afraid of the vaccination, even though they had received vaccinations earlier. Exactly, 

but there were no mRNA vaccines and no serious side effects either. 

Apart from that, the vaccination against polio, measles, mumps, rubella was a lifelong effect, while the 

corona vaccine should protect for a maximum of 1 year according to current knowledge. This fits in 

with the misstatement by Prof. Mertens, Chairman of the Standing Vaccination Commission at the 

Robert Koch Institute. According to his statement on TV today, there is nothing among people that is 

100%. Well, Prof. Mertens, that is probably the case today, it was different back then. Proven. But he 

has other news for us: In his opinion, there is no getting around a relaxation for vaccinated people. 

When asked, he admits that the safety of those who have been vaccinated is not guaranteed; but if 

vaccinated people become infected, it would be so that most of them get sick without symptoms and 

only emit a few viruses - there would not yet be any reliable knowledge as to whether this small 

amount is still enough to infect. Oh yes, so give it a try. Eat clear. 



What the group around Spahn has once again forgotten: Once the young people have been vaccinated, 

there is no stopping them; everything as before Corona, 2019 sends greetings. But why the rush with 

the special rights and the revocation of vaccination rights all at once? It was propagated like this for 

months and coordinated with dozens of institutions, now is that wrong? In this context, I can think of 

a real joke that shouldn't be. Leading actor Mr. Gülde, press spokesman for the Federal Ministry of 

Health. Asked at today's federal press conference that there was talk of journalists also having to 

prioritize and that municipalities value the prioritization differently, his comment: There is a group of 

employees with a critical infrastructure. One could consider whether journalists also belong in there. 

That would be decided by the municipalities. So he belongs in there, whether the journalists in general, 

I doubt. 

I have just received news from the so-called vaccination summit with Merkel Söder Müller and others 

- more chaos than regular news. Why ? It's about the relaxation for vaccinated and convalescent 

people. For example in terms of curfew. Mr. Müller sees problems in this, and so do I. His concrete 

example: As soon as the relaxation for vaccinated people comes, we then have the following situation: 

After 10 p.m., people walk around outside who, for example, come from work or an approved 

appointment, then people walk around who are actually not allowed to walk around and then give 

there are people who are fully vaccinated and have a permanent license. Who wants to tell them all 

apart, what evidence is who has with him, etc.? Well, Mr. Müller, you should think about it beforehand. 

There is a nice saying about it: Mr. Müller, do you have a solution to the problem or are you part of 

the problem yourself? The quota is still so low in Germany that it can't even be an issue: just 23% of 

the population were vaccinated once, 7% twice, i.e. completely. How can I distribute special rights to 

a minority? Again pressure on Merkel and Co. that's it. 

The second chaotic topic because it is just as unregulated, but first of all it is advertised: B. the USA 

enter the Federal Republic. But nobody knows so far, and they still want to "short-circuit" themselves: 

What do you do with vaccines such as Sputnik or the Chinese vaccine 疫苗 that are not yet approved 

in the EU, do they also need quarantine, a PCR test or something? Nobody knows what will first 

announce the great freedom of travel, that is German politics not to be copied. 

The big topic with the keyword "ALLESDICHMACHEN". What an excitement for some citizens after this 

action by 53 actors who wanted to point out the failures of the federal government in a sarcastic and 

cabaret manner, which many complainers did not understand. But for some, the instructions for the 

videos were missing, and that was a bad thing about the action. In view of the corona deniers, who 

have not understood anything to this day, one should have thought about it. Bad comments or not, 

you can ignore them, but there should also have been a threat to at least one actor in a professional 

direction, that really shows where we have ended up. One of the most famous actors in the crime 

scene, Jan Josef Liefers, is said to have been affected. Today an interview with the director of the 

videos, who can't understand all the excitement. He also explains again for the presenter of a news 

channel what the background of the videos was and what was not. But even she doesn't understand 

the whole thing and thinks that if so many get upset, it must simply be badly wrong and negative. I did 

not know that now 10,000 commentators are the majority. 

So in the last federal election, even with 5.3 million voters of a certain party, there was talk of a small 

electorate who would not represent the opinion of the population. Then 10,000 commenters only 

represent ONE opinion, that of their own. Percentage calculation made easy: How many% is 10,000 

out of 83,000,000? Then everyone knows. Attempts to curse the director on the Internet with alleged 

corona denial statements that he is said to have made in 2020 do not help. Maybe, and what does that 

have to do with the video campaign? Did the director perform himself? The actors themselves said 

that, earlier statements have absolutely nothing to do with that, clumsy attempt at defamation. 



In the meantime, we receive new horror reports from India almost every day. The number of infections 

and deaths are increasing exorbitantly like in no other country in the world. Over 350,000 new 

infections a day, of course, because the hospitals are no longer able to keep up and ventilators are 

running out. But the question must be asked: How does that come about? At the beginning of March 

2021, the numbers in India were still very low at 20,000 per day in comparison, and suddenly the rapid 

increase, which has now been going on for some time. And Ms. Merkel and Maaß have a great idea, I 

suggested some time ago: Germany is helping India. With ventilators, oxygen systems, drugs, with 

surgical masks and FFP 2 masks. Exactly, if you have already bought too much, get rid of it quickly and 

the problem is off the table. But then one question torments me: Why go it alone again in Germany? 

Why don't we join forces with the EU to help together? The EU alias v.d.Leyen has long since promised 

aid, it always says in German propaganda speeches: We can only fight the pandemic together. The EU 

works closely together. But only sometimes. And not too tight. I can no longer hear the babble, 

Merkel's helper syndrome is simply incurable. Fortunately, we'll be rid of them soon. Nobody knows 

yet whether that will help. 

There are also 2 additional pieces of information that I find remarkable. Upon request, the Federal 

Government cannot provide any figures that include all of the assistance provided to date. I even think 

so, they don't even know where all the money went. But it is not that important either, because Scholz 

claims even after the budget increase to 240 billion euros in new debt that Germany is financially well 

positioned. Hopefully even after the election, because Scholz also wants to abolish the EEG surcharge 

or pay from the budget, not the citizens anymore. We'll find out what they'll have to pay after the 

election. 

Good news for all day trippers: The Federal Garden Show in Erfurt is open, and with an incidence of 

185.5 it is also highly recommended, as Thuringia happens to be the worst country in terms of 

incidence. Because even if the Federal Garden Show logically takes place outside, at least mainly, as a 

well-known virologist said: People have to get there somehow by public transport and such. But we'll 

forget that very quickly. 6000 visitors on the first day. On the second day 4000 visitors with a negative 

test. Well, please, it's running. 

And a little tip at the end: The new curfew has been defused, instead of 9 p.m. it went to 10 p.m., and 

individuals can go for a walk or jog from 10 p.m. to midnight, which is really practical, because you can 

quickly go to the next house party or jog, depending on whether the beer crate is there or not. Spahn 

said recently: You cannot break the 3rd wave by testing and vaccinating, that can only be done by 

avoiding contact. But that was already 3 days ago, you learn something new every day, your words. 


